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KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Ahmad Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah receives at Seif Palace visiting Lord President of the Council and Leader of the House of Commons 
Penny Mordaunt and her accompanying delegation on Monday. —KUNA 
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KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh 
Ahmad Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah received on 
Monday at Seif Palace visiting Lord President of 
the Council and Leader of the House of Commons 
Penny Mordaunt, and her accompanying delega-
tion, with the attendance of Deputy Prime 
Minister, Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs 
Barrak Al-Shaitan.  

The meeting was attended by the head of His 
Highness the Prime Minister’s Diwan Abdulaziz 
Dekheel Al-Dekheel, Undersecretary of His 
Highness the Prime Minister’s Diwan Sheikh Khaled 
Talal Al-Khaled Al-Sabah, and Head of His 
Highness the Prime Minister’s Office Hamad Bader 
Al-Amer.  —KUNA

By Majd Othman 
 
KUWAIT: Violence against women by men in 
Kuwait has become noticeable after the advent of 
social media, as witnesses record incidents to use as 
evidence to support abused women at police sta-
tions. But many battered women give up their rights 
after reporting their husbands, brothers or fathers 
at police stations, and this is due to many reasons. 
Kuwait Times discussed with lawyer and activist 
Niveen Maraafi the reasons that battered women 
drop their complaints, despite the possibility that 
they could be exposed to another attack that could 
leave them injured, suffer from mental health issues 
or in some cases get killed.  

Maraafi stressed the main reason that leads 
women to withdraw their cases is local traditions 
that pressure women to obey their husbands and 
justify violence against them. “In addition, the family 
pressure that is on these women is not easy. The 

family take advantage of her children and exploit 
her maternal affection to urge their mother to drop 
the complaint against the male abuser, their father 
for an example. Her rights then will be completely 
forfeited, especially as she is exposed to more 
abuse,” she said. 

Maraafi pointed out there are several methods 
abusers use in order to make battered women with-
draw their complaints -one of them is blackmailing 
her with her children. “When the woman withdraws 
the case, no action will be taken from the police side 
to follow up with the victim to make sure she is safe, 
as the case will be completely closed and end at 
that point,” she explained. 

Regarding the role of laws set to protect women 
from abusers, she explained there are some laws in 
Kuwait subject to local traditions that lead to drop-
ping cases. “Despite the danger to the victim that is 
clear to the authorities, if she withdraws the case, 
there is nothing they can do,” Maraafi said. Pointing 

out that many abuse cases against women and 
dropping of complaints is part of their misunder-
standing of religion. “The concept of Islamic law the 
way people explain by themselves is totally wrong, 
as it is forbidden in Islam for men to abuse their 
wives. The evidence of this is the wife has the right 
to divorce her husband due to harm, according to 
sharia laws,” she added. 

Meanwhile, from a legal point of view, Maraafi 
suggested a couple of solutions that can contribute 
to protecting women from their abusers after with-
drawing cases. “There should be specialized author-
ities that follow up the criminal complaint without 
the woman’s intervention in the event of the case’s 
withdrawal, in addition to holding abusers account-
able. Also, not shelving the case once the woman 
withdraws it and following up with her,” she said. 
“Besides this, they should allow concerned authori-
ties to have the right to intervene in the victim’s 
case till the end.” 

Abused and assaulted women  
forced to drop cases in Kuwait

With advent of social media, violence against women gets more noticed
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KUWAIT: As part of cooperation between 
the Patients Helping Fund Society, the social 
development department and Abdullah Al-
Salem Al-Sabah Health City, the society pro-
vided wheelchairs for the elderly who frequent 
Jumana bint Abi Taleb School. The society 

holds awareness programs in schools, such as 
“My school lives up to my health”, as it gives 
priority to promote health awareness among 
various groups in Kuwait, in addition to help-
ing patients with nearly KD 9 million annually.  

The society participated with Munira Al-
Ayyar Health Center in Kaifan on 
International Diabetes Day on Nov 17, 2022. 
The society contributed to promoting health 
awareness by distributing publications 
including a pamphlet on how to use medicine, 
nutrition advice, diabetes guide, diet food and 
how to avoid diabetes complications and oth-
er related topics.

Kuwait one of  
largest donors  
to UNICEF 

 
KUWAIT: The Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic 
Development stated that the State of Kuwait is con-
sidered one of the most prominent and largest 
donor countries to the United Nations Children’s 
Fund (UNICEF), with contributions amounting to 
KD 77 million (equivalent to $250 million) since 
2010 to date. 

This came during a speech delivered by the 
Director General of the Kuwait Fund for Economic 
Development, Marwan Al-Ghanim on Monday, dur-
ing the celebration of honoring the United Nations 
Organization. The United Children’s Fund of the 
Kuwaiti Fund and in celebration of the Diamond 
Jubilee and its development efforts in improving the 
living conditions of generations of children in sever-
al regions in the world. 

“Kuwait has a clear footprint in supporting chil-
dren directly by providing financial support to 
organizations specialized in motherhood and child-
hood, as UNICEF has become one of the most 
important recipients of grants from the State of 
Kuwait due to its pioneering role in the field and its 
activities in child protection and well-being,” Al-
Ghanim said. 

The Kuwait Fund has provided UNICEF with sev-
en grants, amounting to approximately 6 million 
dinars to finance the organization’s projects in differ-
ent regions, in addition to providing a separate grant 
of KD 1.2 million to the organization to support the 
response plan during the COVID pandemic in Syria 
within the program to support the future of Syria. 

He explained that “the coming period will also 
witness the provision of a new grant of 615 thou-

sand dinars which is in the process of being 
approved by the Board of Directors of the Fund to 
finance the renovation of schools in Lebanon as part 
of the investment project in the infrastructure for 
children and youth education.” 

Al-Ghanim expressed his welcome to the 
International Children’s Day, which falls on 
November 20 of each year, reviewing some of the 
contributions of the State of Kuwait represented by 
the Kuwait Fund for Development in the field of 
promoting the rights and well-being of children in 
developing countries through a variety of activities. 
“The fund’s commitment to developing the strategic 
partnership with the organization in order to sup-
port child protection efforts and achieve the ulti-
mate goal of providing an environment that is 
healthy and safe for the world’s underprivileged 
children,” he added. 

On her part, the UNICEF Regional Director in 
the Middle East and North Africa, Adele Khadr, 
expressed her thanks and gratitude for the Kuwaiti 
support for children during 60 years of develop-
ment work, through which it contributed to improv-
ing the living conditions of generations of children 
around the world. “The profound impact of the 
Fund’s loans and grants has been in the sectors of 
education, health, agriculture, irrigation, transporta-
tion and communications, as well as improving indi-
cators related to childhood, such as the death rate 
and disease prevalence rates,” she added. 

She also renewed her thanks to the Fund for the 
success of the projects it funded during the past 
five years, which resulted in a strategic shift in joint 
work and direct partnership during response to 
crises threatened children and their proper devel-
opment, which was embodied in 10 projects that 
addressed famine in Somalia, Nigeria, South Sudan 
and Yemen, as well as supporting health programs 
in Syria, Lebanon and Yemen and building health 
systems in the Gaza Strip to protect children and 
their families from pollution and diseases. —KUNA

KUWAIT: Marwan Al-Ghanim being honored.


